REVELATION RED DRAGON
HEAVENLY SIGN & GOOGLE COVER-UPS

The purpose of this illustration is to consider this possible scenario given the ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly appearing in the constellation Virgo currently mirroring the vision
or Biblical ‘sign’ of Revelation 12. The actual prophetic patterns of the imagery might correlated to the one occurring in 2017. Every Fall, the imagery of the Dragon
at the feet of Virgo with Sun at head and Moon at feet presents itself to varying degrees in Virgo. The most precise one will occur on September 2017. Could this
‘sign’ be associated in some way of the impending Rapture of the Church. Many see the Rapture as part of the vision that matches to the REVELATION 12 symbolism.
The areas of the Dragon anomaly are covered up or patched up by GoogleSky. One of the ways to actually see what is behind this patched-out area is to use
SkyView by NASA. SkyView is a Virtual Observatory on the Net that generates images of any part of the sky from wavelengths to all regimes from Radio to GammaRay depiction based on filters. When one views these images in various filters, one can see that the actual color of this anomaly in Virgo is ’red’ and it does look
very menacing as it appears to have a face like a dragon with 2 profound eyes with a grin of all things. It is very intriguing. As to what it is, the astronomical scientific
community are keeping a low profile about it. Many just dismiss it as just anomaly. Regardless, it appears to correspond to the Biblical sign in the Heavens.

SOME OBSERVATIONS
POINT 1: The Revelation 12 imagery is prophetic with multiple layers of meaning related to prior, present and future fulfillments of Biblical Prophecy. Several notable interpretations will
be highlighted below to show its level of depth in meaning: 1) The Past in Christ Jesus, 2) Present with the Church, 3) the Future with Israel.
POINT 2: Cosmologically, the Sun travels the Ecliptic and every September, it traverses through the constellation Virgo. The Moon also travels close by. Around every Rosh HaShanah
there is a close configuration of the Revelation 12 imagery. A more precise configuration will occur on Rosh HaShana, September 17, 2015. It is speculated by some that this time will
involve the pronouncement to the Jubilee Year on Yom Kippur and will witness the last of the Tetrad Blood Moons on Sukkot 2015.
POINT3 : IF the ‘Red Dragon’ face anomaly is the ’Sign’-as presented in Revelation 12, that has appeared at this period in time - then it happens to have multiple elements and variables
all coming together at the same time that approximates the symbolism of Revelation 12, Sun/Moon, Currently, GoogleSky has blocked-out the section in Virgo that seemingly configures
to appear like a face of the ‘Red Dragon.’ A screenshot has been is taken from GoogleSky along with the blocked-out patch which can only be seen in ‘infrared’ mode through such
telescopes as SkyView. It does appear to be a ‘Red Dragon’ face anomaly. Only through NASA’s SkyView telescope can show what is actually there.

Skyview Infrared Telescope
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Area covered/patched up
PAST REVELATION 12 VIRGO SIGN
JESUS CHRIST-MESSIAH
Christ foremost fulfills this Prophecy. He was birthed from the Royal Bloodline of King
David in Bethlehem to the Jewish Nation as foretold in the TORAH. -Isaiah 9:6
1. Virgin: Born miraculously of a Virgin Jewish maiden. (Mary) -Isa 7:14
2. Crown: He came from royal house of Judah, 1 of the 12 Tribes of Israel. -Gen 49:10
3. Sun: The ‘Light of the World” who come to break the powers of darkness -Isa 49:6
4. Moon: Jupiter was in conjunction with Saturn and Venus on a New Moon in Virgo.
5. Dragon: King Herod sought to destroy/devour Jesus Christ at His birth. -Matt 2:16
6. Birthing: Herod ordered the ‘Slaughter of the Innocents’ -males 2 years and under. -Matt 2:17
7. Raptured: Once Jesus finished His mission to redeem Mankind from sin, Satan and death,
at the Cross, He was Resurrected and Raptured -ascended into Heaven awaiting a return. -Acts 1:11

PRESENT REVELATION 12 VIRGO SIGN
BODY OF CHRIST-CHURCH AGE
On Pentecost, 50 days after Christ’s ascension to Heaven, the Church was born and
commissioned by Christ with the GOSPEL to take to the World -Matt 28:18
1. Virgin: The Church (Bride of Christ) is as a Virgin to be presented at a wedding. -II Cor 11:2
2. Crown: It is founded on the Teachings of the 12 Apostles. (New Testament) -Col 2:7
3. Sun: The Holy Spirit indwells Believers–giving them Illumination and Power. -I Cor 2:14

THE COVER-UP
The area of where you have the possible “RED DRAGON” face imagery
is blocked-out on GOOGLESKY; viewable alternately through NASA’s
SKYVIEW virtual telescope online.

4. Moon: The Church has been like a ‘Mother’ supporting and teaching Believers -Eph 3:10
5. Dragon: Satan, throughout the ages has sought to devour Believers -1 Pet 5:8
6. Birthing: Apostle Paul admonishes to spiritual maturity so that Christ is ‘birthed’. -Gal 4:19

The blocked-out Red Dragon ‘Face’ image can only be picked up with
the Infrared mode on GOOGLESKY, thus the actual color of the anomaly
is ‘Red’ in the light spectrum.

7. Raptured: Once the Bride is ready, like a caterpillar, to a cocoon, then metamorphosized into a
butterfly, It will be ‘caught’ up and fly away to be transformed at its Rapture. -1 Cor .15:50

The coordinates for the other anomaly, possibly NIBIRU (Planet X) in
Leo is not viewable in detail with NASA’s SKYVIEW website -as its
search function and database is disabled.

FUTURE REVELATION 12 VIRGO SIGN
REMNANT OF ISRAEL
The LORD is never without a “Witness.” When the Bride is Raptured and the
HOLY SPIRIT is set aside after the Rapture, their will be a 3rd fulfillment of the
Vision related to Israel.
1. Virgin: 144,000 Jews will be set apart, “Marked” for the LORD’s commissioning. -Rev 14:4
2. Crown: They will be 12k from every Tribe of Israel; whom the LORD identifies. -Rev 7:3
3. Sun: They will take the ‘Light of the Gospel of Christ to all the Nations. -Rev 7:14
4. Moon: 4 consecutive Blood Moons (Tetrad) will punctuate the start of this period.
5. Dragon: Satan, the Anti-Christ will seek to destroy them and those evangelized. -Rev 12:6
6. Birthing: The work of the 144k caused multitudes to be saved. -Rev 7:14
7. Raptured: As with Christ and the Bride once the work and mission is completed, the 144K will
be Raptured at Mid-Point of the Tribulation and received into the Throne of God. -Rev 7:14
(Subject to varying interpretations)

Great Video online for this subject dealing with the cover-up patches of
GoogleSky.Suspicious0bservers
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SKYVIEW TELESCOPE
The following guide is to show how to use your Tax-Payer paid NASA
Telescope from any internet connection Here is the direct link to the NASA’s
SkyView Telescope website.
1) http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov/current/cgi/runquery.pl
2) Chose the SkyView Query Form link
Or: http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov/current/cgi/query.pl
3) Input the coordinates in the box:
Coordinates or Source:
For the patch of sky that is blocked, the area is at:

13h 50m 44.0s -8 13' 59.7"
Just cut and paste this coordinate.
(e.g. 10 45 3.6, -59 41 4.2", or "161.265, -59.685" [omit the quotes])
4) All the setting should stay the same but at the IRAS box, chose IRAS 100
micron setting.
5) COORDINATES: Use J2000 Setting
6) PROJECTION: Gnomonic Tan setting
7) OTHER OPTIONS: If you want color spectrums, you can select color ranges.
Play around with them as you can get some amazing details from them.
8) Submit Query Form
Image will be returned. SAVE! As it has been known that such areas get
blurred-out or doctored by NASA, Google, NSA.
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